Abstract-The production of plasma in isolated (i.e., unattached to a physical electrode) air bubbles in liquid water is investigated. Bubble size along with bubble position relative to the pulsed high voltage electrode is considered.
I. INTRODUCTION
N UMEROUS authors have demonstrated the breakdown of contaminants in liquid water through the use of low temperature, atmospheric pressure discharges [1] . However, the generation of plasma within gas bubbles and liquid water, breakdown mechanisms, and the interaction between the plasma and the liquid interface, is still not well understood [2] . Indeed, the physics and chemistry underlying discharges in liquids are an exigent topic in that it has the potential to address urgent, diverse, and technological problems ranging from advanced water purification to chemical processing to substrate sterilization for the medical field. Presented here are findings from experiments in which plasma is formed in an isolated bubble unattached to an electrode. These first time images and measurements allow one to isolate field-induced plasma formation from electrode processes.
II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
The experiment consisted of an acoustic levitation cell (described below), an ICCD (exposure time of 5 ms), a high-voltage ns pulser (100-ns rise time, 1-µs pulsewidth), and a delay generator. The delay generator synchronized the timing between the camera and the pulser, and a 300-MHz oscilloscope, which was used to measure the voltage applied to the electrode. All bubbles were held stationary at the nodes of an acoustic field produced by a piezoelectric element (see [3] ). This levitation is quite stable, and allows electrodes to be moved into place about the bubble. For all experiments, deionized (≤23.79 µS/cm) and degassed (≤2.94-mg/L dissolved oxygen) water was used (for comparison, fresh water at sea level typically ranges from 8-to 15-mg/L DO). Air bubbles, sizes ranging between 0.4 and 1.7 mm in diameter, were injected by hand into the levitation chamber. The relative spacing between the bubble and the electrode was adjusted using a combination of a multiaxis positioning system and a zoom lens to monitor position. Plasma-in-bubble images presented here are the result of a single voltage pulse, illustrating the formation of the discharge and evolution over the exposure.
III. DISCUSSION-BUBBLE SIZE
It was observed that the discharge character of plasmainduced emission tended to change as a function of bubble size. Figs. 1 and 2 show two bubbles, a large bubble (1.2-mm diameter) and a smaller bubble (0.4 mm-diameter). In general, breakdown structures in large bubbles exhibit localized, glow-like discharges. In Fig. 1 , the structure appears to have tendril-like streamers that emanate from the glow-like point closest to the powered electrode and hug the water-air boundary layer. Smaller bubbles also exhibit surface-hugging streamers, but electrohydraulic distortion of smaller bubbles is commonly observed (see Fig. 2 ). Interestingly, for all discharges, the bubbles revert back to their original shape after the pulse ends, which allows the experiment to be repeated a multitude of times. The relatively larger perturbations on the smaller bubble may be related to excitation of resonant capillary waves consistent with bubble size [4] .
IV. DISCUSSION-BUBBLE AND ELECTRODE DISTANCE
When producing plasma in isolated bubbles, a liquid-phase streamer is sometimes observed to bridge the bubble-electrode gap. The presence of this connecting streamer appears to 0093-3813 © 2014 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
See http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information. depend on the gap length between the bubble and the electrode. Observations in these experiments saw that connecting water streamers did not appear for bubbles with small (≤0.2 mm) gap lengths, while large gap lengths tend to produce connecting streamers.
In the case of bubbles close to the electrode, two discharges are observed: a localized discharge about the electrode tip and a discharge within the bubble. This electrode discharge may be seen in both Figs. 1 and 3 (gap lengths of 0.18 and 0.05 mm, respectively). The discharge formed at the electrode tip propagates into the water but does not make contact with the bubble. The streamer head at the electrode tip essentially extends the electric field to the near vicinity, and if the bubble is close enough, this extension is enough to initiate breakdown in the bubble. Because the streamer is also a source of UV photons, the propagation of these photons may also facilitate photoionization within the bubble.
At larger separation distances, we have observed the propagation of liquid streamers from the electrode to the surface of the bubble, which resulted in the formation of plasma within the bubble. This can clearly be observed in Fig. 4 . In this case, it is a liquid streamer that ignites a gas streamer in the bubble. The mechanisms for reignition and propagation within the gas bubble are not well understood, though it is expected that the high streamer field and UV light play important roles.
V. CONCLUSION
Discharges in bubbles unattached to electrodes have been observed. The interactions of bubbles with water-propagating streamers have also been documented. Fast frame work cameras and gated ICCDs are proving to be important diagnostics in inferring the nature of the complex processes involved in the formation of plasma in isolate bubbles.
